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ABSTRACT 
CREUSOT FORGE, an AREVA company, is a globally recognized supplier of heavy forged 

products in many industrial markets. For nuclear build-ups, they provide forged steel shells and plates 

that are subject to mandatory Non Destructive Testing during manufacturing. 

Historically, the UT examinations are performed manually. In order to become more competitive 

while continuing to comply with reliability and safety rules, CREUSOT FORGE decided 4 years ago to 

launch an automated UT inspection development project. 

Considering the desire to optimize the transition toward automation, it was decided to first focus 

on a UT acquisition system for the detection of discontinuities only. Other examination tasks like 

calibration, characterisation, analysis and final diagnosis will still be performed manually by certified 

operators. 

In addition, the same UT conventional probes and calibration blocks are kept and adapted into the 

new system. 

This first milestone for the improved automated system has been chosen to focus on the French 

“Design and Construction Rules for Mechanical Components of PWR Nuclear Islands” (“RCC-M”) code. 

The development of the mechanics was done by AREVA / Technoplus Industries. 

The UT system was developed by AREVA NDE Solutions / intelligeNDT System and 

Services in Germany, based on the SAPHIR
plus32 

instrument and software system. 

Today, the full automated UT detection system enables CREUSOT FORGE to provide their 

customers with a complete mixed system (manual + automated) that fulfils the RCC-M requirements (a 

complete dossier justifying equivalence with manual UT in detection was built-up). 

The combined system (automated detection, manual characterisation, analysis and reporting) 

may be used for the examination of heavy forged shells and plates (discs) of large dimensions. 

A comprehensive capability demonstration was achieved through tests with a reference 

representative forged shell containing numerous artificial defects. 

This development has led to a reduction of the inspection duration by a factor of 3 to 4, while 

simultaneously improving quality, traceability and reporting. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the automated system, its main 

characteristics, advantages and validation. 

 

 

BACKGROUND Current situation 
According to the “Design and Construction Rules for Mechanical Components of PWR Nuclear Islands” 

(“RCC-M”) code but also to other standards (ASME, European standards…) the manufacturing of heavy 

forged products like shells or discs must be witnessed and acceptance of parts depends on several criteria 

including the  Non Destructive Testing (NDT) assessment. 

Some of the volumetric NDT are performed by means of UT and mostly manually. 

CREUSOT FORGE is one of the suppliers of heavy forged products that are concerned by 

these examinations. For nuclear build-ups, they provide large forged steel shells, discs and plates that 

make manual UT very restrictive (several scans with multiple probes needed) and time consuming (the 

situation shown by the illustration of Figure 1 is typical). 

Automation of the UT inspection was considered as a probable appropriate solution. The challenge 

was to optimize the transition toward automation ultimately gaining time, improving performance, 
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increasing reliability and improving traceability of their examinations. 

The project thus focussed on a UT acquisition system for the detection of discontinuities only. 

Other examination tasks like  calibration, characterisation, analysis and final diagnosis remain manual and 

are performed by EN 473 / ISO 9712 certified operators. 

To minimize the changes from the traditional characterisation and diagnosis process, it was decided 

to keep and adapt the same UT conventional probes and calibration blocks into the new automated system. 

This first milestone for the improved automated system has been chosen to focus on the near-

term applications to be carried out according to the French RCC-M standard. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: manual UT being performed on a large component 

 

Finally, the project leaders had to deal with the acceptance from the client for implementation 

of the new system. Even if the manual characterisation was unchanged, the new process constituted by an 

automated detection step plus a manual final analysis step had to be demonstrated, according to RCC-M 

code, to be as good as the traditional fully manual NDT it was intended to replace. 

This has been done by constituting a complete justification file with proven equivalence. 

The development and qualification dossier was presented to and approved by AREVA E&P and 

subsequently by the French client for the next near-term applications. 

 

 

Scope 
 

The new multi purpose inspection system is devoted to manufacturing examination of ferritic or 

austenitic steel shells and discs. 

These forged pieces can have dimensions up to 5 m high and 6,5 m in diameter for the shells and up 

to 1m thick and 6 m in diameter for the discs. They are characterised by a weight that can reach 120 tons. 

Steam generator shells (from hollow ingots), tube plates and turbine disc are examples of 

components within the scope of this application. 

 

 

Objectives 
 

The main objective already introduced here above concerns the principle of the development: the 

detection phase only is automated. It means that the probes formerly used manually are kept and simply 
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adapted to the manipulator, the calibration block remains identical and the final analysis is also conserved. 

This involves a specific design of the probe support tools and an adapted coupling supply 

mechanism. Prior to considering probe support and delivery, it was necessary to make the part support 

as easy to handle as possible. The solution retained was to position and fix the test pieces on a turning 

support and to develop an automated robot that would provide the other movements needed to scan the 

probes on the part surfaces. 

The objective was to avoid manipulation of the part once installed on the support and have no 

tool changes once the transducer set was mounted. 

Due to the general recommendations of the codes, when considering geometries like a cylinder or a 

disc, the degrees of freedom of the manipulator must be such than scanning from all surfaces was possible: 

- for shell: from outer and inner surfaces and from top and bottom faces, 

- for discs: from lower and upper faces and from circumferential surface. 

Some objectives in terms of accuracies were specified for the development of the automated 

system. The absolute accuracy (or repeatability, namely the accuracy achieved if the component is 

removed, then 

replaced again and re scanned) is ±2 mm along vertical and horizontal axis. 

The relative accuracy (that is the accuracy within one scan at different points of the test piece) is 

within ±1 mm. For the rotating axis, the accuracy depends on the slip of the encoder and on the location 

of the origin mark. The combination of both characteristics leads to be within the same ranges of values 

as indicated here above. 

Finally, in order to manually review the detected indications, automated identification of these 

indications during the detection phase is needed: this is the aim of the paint marking device. 

 

 

INFORMATION ON THE PROJECT 
The customer for this project was AREVA Reactor & Services / Creusot Forges. 

Due to its world wide experience, the UT system development was entrusted to AREVA NDE 

Solutions / intelligeNDT System and Services Germany, moreover an AREVA group company. The 

SAPHIR
plus32

 instrument and software system was used. 

The solution consists of a package that includes a UT technique with probes adaptation, a UT 

instrument and associated UT software. 

The development of the mechanics and remote controls was done by AREVA / Technoplus 

Industries, a subsidiary of AREVA based in the south of France. 

 

 

AUTOMATED SYSTEM Mechanics & controls 
The schematic representation of the whole setting is shown on Figure 2. The deep pit enables the arm of 

the manipulator to move freely outside and inside the part, the shell (as an example) in green colour is 

placed on the turning support. This support is made of four axis arranged in a “star” configuration, with 

two drive rollers and two support rollers. A general view is displayed in Figure 3. 

The ground has been dug out enough to enable the robotic arm to go inside the pit and then move 

along Y axis to come back up inside the hollow components (e.g. examination of shells from inside). 

The Figure 4 drawing details the main elements of the installation. Once positioned along the Y 

axis to put the probes in contact to the inner or outer surface, or to the top or bottom side of the part, the 

component is rotated and the probes scanned along the Z axis. The automated scan meander is then 

obtained by the combined movements. 
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Figure 2: schematic drawing of a shell in situation 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: general view of the installation 

 

As another example, the configuration shown in Figure 5 (examination from the top face of the 

shell) can also be reached with this type of system. The system is controlled through position encoders that 

are associated with each movement. An additional circumferential encoder and a 0° trigger device are 

specifically dedicated to UT in order to provide the exact positioning of the part and then enable the 
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location of the indications. The scanning speed can be defined up to 300 mm/sec (but so far limited to 150 

mm/sec by code). 

 
Figure 4: section drawing of the installation 

 

 
Figure 5: manipulator in position for examination from the top of a shell 

 

A control display is integrated in the control cabinet that is located away into the analysis and 

control area. However, the operator has also the possibility during the set-up operation to operate 

close to the component with a hand-held control device. Finally, anti-collision sensors and associated 

emergency stops are equipped into the system. 

 

 

UT technique 
The probes support tool has been designed to be equipped with the same contact probes (four or six units) 

that are used for manual testing. As shown in Figure 6 the mechanical system makes the probe shoes 

always fitting the component, whatever its surface geometry in the scope introduced previously. 
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Figure 6: probes support tool 

 

The UT manual type probes are encapsulated in Cardanic forks and pressed onto the surface by 

built-in springs. Each probe has its own coupling supply (same oil as for manual UT) that is specifically 

adapted to the position of the probe on the holder wing and in relation with the scanning direction. 

A magnetic plate makes the link between the tool and the robot arm on three possible inspection 

orientations (90°, 0°, -90°). A sensor continually checks the probe holder contact of the magnetic plate to 

the arm connection. This type of fixture is suitable for easy handling during manipulations (change 

of probe holder) and prevents against unexpected shocks during examination. 

Straight (longitudinal waves) beam probes (e.g. B4S-E, B2S-E, SEB4-E) and angle (shear waves) 

beam probes (e.g. WB45-2) are used, according to the main codes and standards. 

The only difference between the automated and manual probe set-ups is the probe shoes. The 

adaptation of the coupling flow together with the necessary appropriate oil film under each probe and the 

need to reduce the shoe wear prevents using the usual soft membrane of the manual configuration in 

direct contact with the component surface. The used probe frames guide the probes with an accurately 

defined coupling gap. 

The immediate consequence is larger dead zones (for B4S probes, up to 20 mm with soft membrane 

in direct contact and up to 40 mm with coupling gap) compared with those of the manual probe shoes. 

A transmitter/receiver probe (SEB4) is thus systematically added to the B4S probe on the 

tool to overcome this issue. 

For calibration, the same blocks and process as for manual UT are used, insuring a full transfer of 

UT references between automated and manual configurations. 

 

 

UT-equipment 

The UT equipment used is the SAPHIR
plus32 

system developed by AREVA NDE Solutions Germany / 

iNDT. It provides 16 channels and its electronic parameters are in compliance with the applications of the 

scope in terms of dynamic range, internal noise, parallel real time data operation and available signal 

compression capabilities (RF mode, pixel mode, “ALOK” mode). 

The operating interface is modular. Moreover, the system includes an extensive data base for the 

different probe set-ups intended to be used. 

One of the functionalities of the system is the use of “ISAAC” (for Index Specific Amplitude 

Accentuation Curve) type corrections. 

While Time Corrected Gain (“TCG”) curves are recorded from calibration blocks examination 

(containing appropriate flat bottom holes of 3 mm diameter), data which aim at characterising the 
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beam sections versus the depths are also measured for each type of probe. An example is showed in Figure 

7. 

 
 

Figure 7: graph of B4S maximum amplification at 30 mm depth 

 

This process allows for each probe to determine an index (incremental step) suitable for acquisition 

optimisation. In the previous example, half the value of the index retained (15 mm, namely 7,5 mm on 

both sides of the beam axis) is identified on the curve. The corresponding sensitivity is taken into account 

in the gain calibration. 

The value of index used for the automated acquisitions is much greater than those of manual 

testing, that represents a direct improvement in term of examination duration. The acquisition gains are 

adjusted in relation to the “ISAAC” curves of the probes such that a discontinuity greater in reflectivity 

than the notation threshold that could be detected at the worse location between two increments (lower 

beam sensitivity, see Figure 8) would be noted. 

 

 

UT-software 
 

The software supports all the set-up, acquisition, monitoring and pre analysis phases. 

Typical A, B, C and D Scan displays are available, with adjustable colour steps and zoom 

functionality. A semi automated boxing of the indications with selectable drop steps and dumping to lists 

of indications can be used. 

Besides, a tomography type representation (see Figure 9) alternatively enables on-line display 

of the actual cross section and off-line ability view accumulated recorded cross sections. 

If needed, the reporting format is fully procedure-compatible. 

Monitoring of probes coupling tool is available in the acquisition software to alert in real time any 

deviation from the normal situation. 

 

 

VALIDATION / RESULTS 
At the end of the developments, as required by the RCC-M code, the automated system described here 

above had to be validated and justified regarding its performances, in comparison with those of the manual 

UT. 
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Figure 8: beam coverage between consecutive indexes, for a B4S type probe 

 

 
 

Figure 9: tomography representation (cumulated cross sections displayed together with side 

projection) 

 

To do so, a set of artificial reflectors (side drilled holes, flat bottom holes, notches) have been 

manufactured inside a full scale mock-up representing a ferritic shell. Manual and automated UT 

examination of the reference shell were performed and compared. In addition, real components were also 

double examined for assessment. 

The evidence that the capabilities of the automated system are at least as good as those of the 

former UT manual inspections is directly involved by the principle of conservation of several manual UT 

characteristics. The detection sensitivities for both systems are within ±3 dB whatever the depth, the 

scanned surface and the defects considered. The chart of Figure 10, comparing the manual and automated 

UT environments, highlights the similarities already introduced. The fields at the centre normally 
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encompass the main steps and features of the UT examination. The boxes on the left (right) columns 

represent the specificities of the manual (automated) examination and the way they impact the whole 

scheme. 

It appears clearly on this picture that the automation concerns detection related equipment. 

However, the probes themselves are not impacted (only the type of shoe). The final analysis, still 

performed manually by the operator, remains the same as well. The rest of the automated equipment 

impacts the scanning process and the examination (detection phase), improving the industrial capabilities. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: flow chart of comparison between the manual and automated UT environments 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
Serious investments were launched at the beginning of this project for the automation of part (detection) of 

the usual manual UT on large forged parts in Le Creusot factory. Four years later, the approval in France 

of the justification dossier proving at minimum, the equivalence of the detection process with in parallel a 

gain of 3 to 4 on the examination duration and without any loss in the confidence of the analysis, show that 

the change was justified. 

Safety and reliability have been obviously improved, as expected, and data recording now meets 

client expectations. The current procedures have been supplemented in order to take into account the 

specificities of the automation. In addition, the NDT personnel have been specifically trained. 

The potential technical evolutions are the implementation of Eddy Current or Phased array 

techniques. The automation of the analysis phase could be also a mid-term process evolution of the 

system. 

 


